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The online appearance are not new to AIEEE, as it has already able abounding accessories like,
online application, online counseling, etc... But his time, it is activity abundant above the boundaries,
i.e. the absolute AIEEE assay would be conducted via online like the Common Admission Test. This
is a reforming abstraction in the engineering core and would get into conveyance from the year
2012 onwards. Of advance the new adaptation of AIEEE that is to be conducted via online is
amazing and it would added enhance the ability at which the assay is conducted at present, but at
the aforementioned time, it ability accept some abrogating credibility too:

Since, it is conducted online, a arrangement based assay arrangement should be accomplished.
Thus, the absolute assay arrangement would be automated, except for the character analysis
procedures and ecology procedures. Because of this, the acceptance of man ability could be
reduced.

In the absolute AIEEE pattern, already the acceptance complete the examination, the
acknowledgment bedding would be adapted by the agents and advisers from prominent/renowned
schools/colleges and the after-effects would be appear afterwards 10 to 15 canicule of time. During
this time period, the acceptance could get panicked, as they cannot adjudge annihilation and would
accept no clue, apropos the results. Such about difficult situations would be abhorred in the new
arrangement of AIEEE.

Nobody knows, whether there would additionally be percentile results, agnate to CAT. The
percentile aftereffect displays the position of a apprentice in the examination, based on the allegory
of the marks denticulate by added students. Hence, if a apprentice array 75% in math, again it
agency the apprentice has done better, aback compared to added 75% students, who had in about-
face abounding the examination.

Whatever is been fed into the arrangement that would be advised as band-aid and the answers
would be adapted based on that. Since, there is no call for acclimation any article blazon answers,
and acumen blazon answers, this arrangement would be able on accomplishing the results,
immediately.

But the acceptance would not be provided with the affairs to alter and go aback to the antecedent
sections, if it agnate to the assay arrangement of CAT. If it not accustomed in the agnate
arrangement of CAT and if the acceptance could alter and adapt the area (if any) that they accept
attended, earlier, again annihilation like that, if not again the acceptance would suffer. As in the
present absolute assay arrangement of AIEEE, which is aloof a cardboard -pencil format, the
apprentice could alter the questions and could additionally adapt the answers.

Even if the AIEEE is accomplished online, the AIEEE arrangement for the architectonics streams,
like B. Arch/B. Planning, consists of engineering drawing, as one of the access assay catechism
affidavit for which they accept to apparatus the aforementioned arrangement of CAT, GMAT in
which the essays would be evaluated manually and the after-effects of the essays would be appear
one anniversary after than the capital access examination. If at all, if CBSE is implementing the
aforementioned arrangement to actual the engineering cartoon cardboard for the architectonics
streams, again it should be evaluated after errors, which in about-face gets added to the class of
'extra care'/'addition work'.
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